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INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY 
Eliminate time-consuming certificate request 

processes with simple self-service enrollment and 

automated provisioning of certificates directly into 

F5 partitions.

MAXIMIZE BIG-IP UPTIME
Keep your network and applications from going 

offline due to expired certificates using automated 

alerts to notify F5 admins about pending expira-

tions or automate renewal of certificates entirely 

across all F5 devices.

SECURE CERTIFICATE WORKFLOWS  
By using policy-driven workflows for certificate 

requests and approvals, F5 admins get certifi-

cates they need quickly, while the security team 

maintains visibility and control over issuance. 
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F5 and Keyfactor Benefits 
Keyfactor enables enterprises to automate requests, provisioning, and renewal of certificates across F5 appliances to avoid 

certificate-related outages and improve security.

Streamline Certificate Operations 
Across F5 BIG-IP Appliances 
Managing certificates across small number of web apps might 

be manageable in the short term. 

However, as you scale your F5 Big-IP rollouts across hundreds 

or thousands of web servers, your simple certificate manage-

ment now becomes a major problem. 

• Keyfactor can manage enrollment of any issuing CA 

certificate deployed to the F5 servers or partitions. 

• Certificates can be referenced by profiles and virtual 

server endpoints allowing the F5 to perform SSL/TLS 

offloading, bridging, and more.

F5 Key and Certificate 
Management with Keyfactor
Keyfactor provides automated inventory, deployment, 

and management of digital keys and certificates to your 

F5 Big-IP appliances. 

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.f5.com/products/big-ip-services
https://www.keyfactor.com/contact-us/


Keyfactor empowers enterprises of all sizes to escape the impact that breaches, outages and failed 

audits from mismanaged digital certificates and keys have on brand loyalty and the bottom line. 

Powered by an award-winning PKI as-a-service platform for certificate lifecycle automation and IoT 

device security, IT and InfoSec teams can easily manage digital certificates and keys. And product 

teams can build IoT devices with crypto-agility and at massive scale. Exceptional products and a 

white-glove customer experience for its 500+ global customers have earned Keyfactor a 98.5% 

retention rate and a 99% support satisfaction rate.
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Keyfactor Solution Brief

Improved Data Accuracy with 
Meta data 
Keyfactor’s enrollment portal can enforce policies for certif-

icate input with the inclusion of metadata. This allows users 

and administrators to have accurate reports around certificate 

information.  

This data can also be used to link to other systems like Servi-

ceNow and PAM providers like CyberArk or Thycotic. 

How it Works and Keyfactor Features
By using the Keyfactor orchestrator, you easily connect to your F5 Big-IP through their REST API. The connection operates over 

a secured TLS channel using X.509 certificates for authentication and encryption. 

STREAMLINE INVENTORY

Keyfactor’s Orchestrator invento-

ries certificates found in the F5 CA 

Bundle (and on partitions) and stores 

the alias, partition and IP address to 

easily locate the certificate.

ALERTING & RENEWAL

Real-time expiration alerts can notify 

customers of upcoming certificate 

expirations and schedule new certif-

icates to replace the expiring ones.

AUTOMATED DEPLOYMENT

Command’s Enrollment Portal allows 

administrators to push Certificate 

components from Public and/or 

Private CAs directly to the F5 Web 

Server. 

EASY CONFIGURATION

Keyfactor can configure F5 bindings 

(e.g. Apps, Profiles) to allow features 

like SSL offloading, and load balanc-

ing to be maintained while the 

underlying certificate is renewed.


